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Abstract
The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG-AMP)
system for variant classification is score based with five classes: benign, likely benign, variant of unknown significance
(VUS), likely pathogenic, and pathogenic. Here, we present a variant classification model that can be an add-on or
alternative to ACMG classification: A stepwise system that can classify any type of genetic variant (e.g., hypomorphic
alleles, imprinted alleles, copy number variants, runs of homozygosity, enhancer variants, and variants related to traits). We
call it the ABC system because classification is first functional (A), then clinical (B), and optionally a standard comment that
fits the clinical question is selected (C). Both steps A and B have 1–5 grading when knowledge is sufficient, if not, class
“zero” is assigned. Functional grading (A) only concerns biological consequences with the stages normal function (1), likely
normal function (2), hypothetical functional effect (3), likely functional effect (4), and proven functional effect (5). Clinical
grading (B) is genotype–phenotype focused with the stages “right type of gene” (1), risk factor (2), and pathogenic (3–5,
depending on penetrance). Both grades are listed for each variant and combined to generate a joint class ranging from A to F.
Importantly, the A–F classes are linked to standard comments, reflecting laboratory or national policy. In step A, the VUS
class is split into class 0 (true unknown) and class 3 (hypothetical functional effect based on molecular predictions or de
novo occurrence), providing a rationale for variant-of-interest reporting when the clinical picture could fit the finding. The
system gives clinicians a better guide to variant significance.

Introduction

Broad genomic testing, using massive parallel sequencing
and high-resolution arrays, is the fundamental of next-
generation clinical genetics and precision medicine. This
development has unleashed an urgent need to share and
evaluate genetic variants. The uniqueness of genetic var-
iation has not diminished despite rapidly expanding
population-based variant databases, like the Genome
Aggregation Database (gnomAD; gnomad.broadinstitute.
org). Rare variants are still very common. Of 60,706
individuals in the ExAC Database (http://exac.broa
dinstitute.org/), 99% of the variants had a frequency of
<1% and 54% of the variants were only seen once. For
clinical purposes, sharing disease-associated variants is
equally important, e.g., in databases like ClinVar (www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar), Global Variome shared LOVD
(databases.lovd.nl/shared), and DECIPHER (decipher.sa
nger.ac.uk). All types of genetic variants should be eval-
uated in a reproducible and transparent way that makes
inter-laboratory interpretations of the same variant as
informative as possible. This can be challenging and
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discrepancies may occur [1–3]. However, a comparison of
large US laboratories that used the American College of
Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) system showed
that concordance in general is good (~90%) [4], especially
for high-penetrant variants [5]. Gene- or disease-specific
classification systems, which are designed to help, may, in
fact, further increase the classification complexity [6–12].

The prevailing system for variant classification was
designed by the ACMG and the Association for Molecular
Pathology (AMP) [13–15]. While the system works well for
high-penetrant dominant variants, it is less well suited for
low-penetrant and recessive disease-associated variants, or
if the associated phenotypes only partially overlap with the
originally reported disease phenotypes. Furthermore, it was
not designed for copy number variation [5, 16]. However,
systems for CNV classification resulting in ACMG classes
have recently been suggested [17, 18].

Since the ACMG system merges functional (molecular)
and clinical data into a one-dimensional system, it is not
always apparent upon what criteria a classification has
been based, unless a classification category list is also
provided [1]. In particular, this is problematic for the large
ACMG variant-of-unknown-significance (or VUS) group
[19, 20], often called a class 3 variant, despite not being
on a numerical scale from benign to pathogenic (ACMG
does not recommend the use of numbers but letters). In
many cases, an ACMG-VUS is of unknown significance
due to insufficient evidence to classify it, i.e., lack of
relevant information, and it should therefore be treated as
such. In some cases, the ACMG-VUS could have a
functional effect based on existing data and be in a
matching gene for the patient’s phenotype, but still not
fulfilling the ACMG criteria for a likely pathogenic var-
iant. Then, a VUS classification may risk delaying or
preventing appropriate clinical follow-up that could have
clarified the variant’s importance and been of help to the
patient and family [20].

Even among experts, the VUS category is used in dif-
ferent ways, and a Dutch study recently reported that a
clearly pathogenic variant tended to be labeled a VUS when
penetrance was low [21]. Similarly, when one is unfamiliar
with medical genetics a variant classified as VUS may
easily lead to confusion. As a clinician once remarked: “I
think it is called a VUS because the pathogenic mechanism
is unknown,” or genetic testing is given up with comments
such as “genetics did not give any result.” It is important
that a genetic classification is understood the same way
among experts (clinical geneticists and clinical laboratory
geneticists), other medical specialists, and primary care
physicians. That is often not the case today.

Because of the potential risk for misunderstanding,
misdiagnosis, and maltreatment, it is an ongoing debate
whether a VUS should be reported or not. Opinions are

increasingly in line with skeptics saying that VUS reporting
may cause more harm than benefit to the patient and family
[22]. However, others think that VUS reporting is fine since
legal responsibility to follow-up is then shifted from the
laboratory to the clinician. International guidelines are
needed to structure the decision-making process as to when
a genetic variant should be reported or not.

The ABC system for variant classification proposed here
makes classification easier because the functional con-
sequences are considered independently from the clinical
importance like genotype–phenotype issues. Both stages (A
and B) of the grading systems contain a zero when lack of
information prevents classification. If desired, ACMG-
based classification can be done first, and if the result is a
VUS, further evaluation can be done in this system (i.e., is it
a VUS grade 0 or 3 in the ABC system, and if grade 3
clinical classification will follow). The system supports the
classification of all types of genetic variants including
hypomorphic alleles, copy number changes, extensive
homozygosity, and regulatory changes, regardless if the
variant has a clinical consequence or not. This makes the
system universally applicable and versatile, also allowing
gene-specific rules from Variation Curation Expert Panels
to be applied to the functional dimension when appropriate.
The proposed system is still a model, and further testing is
planned to determine the robustness and reproducibility.

Design

In the proposed ABC system, variants are first classified
based on known or likely consequences for gene or protein
function (step A: functional grading) and subsequently
based on known or suspected clinical consequences/corre-
lations (step B: clinical grading) (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1).
Functional grading goes from too little information to allow
classification (grade 0), to normal function (grade 1), to
known functional consequences (grade 5), and concerns
both the gene/protein itself as well as expression level
(dosage) and place/time of expression (tissue and develop-
mental stage) (Table 1). This functional classification can, if
desired, build on the ACMG system or the Sherloc (semi-
quantitative, hierarchical evidence-based rules for locus
interpretation) extension of this system [23], since these
systems are compatible with first-dimension classification.
Only ACMG criterium PP4 (patient’s phenotype or family
history is highly specific for a disease with a single genetic
etiology) is not part of the functional grading. Co-
segregation or not (ACMG criteria PP1 and BS4) can also
be considered in step A grading when such data exist.

The Sherloc system is made to merge functional and
clinical criteria, but the data they label clinical (e.g., popu-
lation frequency, de novo occurrence, other explanations for
the phenotype, co-occurrence in affected/unaffected) are
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mostly handled during step A grading in the ABC system. In
contrast, step B clinical grading is different and unique to the
ABC system (Table 2). It is genotype–phenotype based and
goes from too little information to allow clinical grading
(grade 0: an unknown, can be applied to any type of gene),
to “can be the right type of gene for this phenotype” (grade
1: a potential clinical match), to known risk factor (grade 2: a
known low-penetrant variant; a dominant variant with good
clinical data in support of a pathogenic role; or a single
pathogenic variant in a recessive gene that matches the
phenotype), and finally to pathogenic (grade 3). If known,
penetrance grading can be specified in the pathogenic group
with grade 4 for moderately penetrant variants and grade 5
for highly penetrant variants. Terms like “risk factor,”
“variant-of-interest” (VOI), and “pathogenic” are mean-
ingful from a clinical perspective.

Of note, the population frequency of a variant is con-
sidered during both A and B grading but from different
perspectives. In step A, high variant frequency (the cut-off
point for “high” depends on the gene/condition) usually
suggests biological tolerance or neutrality, i.e., that there is
no counter-selection against this variant in nature. In step B,
variant frequency must be compatible with the assumed
prevalence of the disease or condition in the relevant
population, taking Hardy–Weinberg equilibria and pene-
trance into consideration. A prerequisite for using
Hardy–Weinberg in this setting is a rough idea about dis-
ease frequency in the group the individual with the variant
belongs to.

There are three major differences between the ABC and
the ACMG classification systems. First, the step A functional
grading is primarily based on the variant’s effect on gene
function or gene expression, not taking clinical consequences
into account (Table 1). This makes grading easier, e.g., an
enhancer dysfunction causing blue eyes due to tissue-specific
low OCA2 expression can be classified, and the same holds

for copy number variants (CNVs), hypomorphic alleles,
extensive homozygosity of the autosomal genome (>100Mb
of runs of homozygosity, ROH), imprinted alleles, and
common risk factors (like the F5 “Leiden mutation”
c.1601G >A, p.Arg534Gln). Second, the ACMG-VUS class
has been split depending on whether there is a lack of
information to classify it, i.e., a functional VUS or fVUS with
score zero, or whether the available evidence is not sufficient
to classify it towards likely benign or likely functional effect,
i.e., a variant of hypothetical functional effect (HFE)= a
functional grade 3 (Fig. 1 and Table 1). This should help to
avoid possible misunderstandings. Third, clinical grading is
done of all variants with a functional scoring grade from 3 to
5. Functional grade 0–2 variants are not clinically graded to
save time and resources, and because the clinical value of
doing this is generally low. However, all these VUS-0 var-
iants should be registered in variant databases.

In step B, clinical grading, genotype–phenotype is con-
sidered as well as penetrance. If the gene does not fit the
phenotype, the clinical score is zero (0= a clinical VUS or
cVUS). If the gene could fit the phenotype but is not a
known disease gene (e.g., not an OMIM morbid gene), or if
the phenotype is an uncertain but not unlikely match to a
known disease gene, the clinical score is 1 (1= “right type
of gene”). If the variant is a functional grade 3 (HFE, a
“VUS+”) and the gene is a known disease gene that could
match the phenotype, the clinical grade is 2 (risk factor). In
this case, the term “risk factor” just means that the variant is
a good phenotype match—there are no assumptions about
penetrance involved. In contrast, if the variant is known to
have low penetrance (like the F5 “Leiden mutation”), the
clinical grade is also 2 (risk factor). If the variant is defi-
nitely pathogenic it is at least clinical grade 3. If the
penetrance of a dominant variant is known to be moderate
(20–40%), the clinical grade is 4, and if the penetrance of a
dominant variant is known to be high (>40%), the clinical

Fig. 1 Graphical illustration of
step A and B grading. The two
scoring steps are functional (a)
and clinical (b). Step A can be
viewed as a likelihood scale
from normal function to
abnormal or no function, the
balance being between fVUS
and HFE. Step B grades from
unknown clinical relevance
(cVUS) to pathogenic with high
penetrance, “risk” comprising
both know risk factor genes and
variants of interest (VOI).
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grade is 5. If the penetrance is unknown the clinical grade
remains at 3. Detailed examples of classification of different
types of variants can be found in Suppl. Table S1, an Excel
sheet available for download to test the classification of
your own variants.

Loss-of-function (LoF) variants can be a common find-
ing in genes that are not dosage-sensitive, often with a
gnomAD pLI score of 0 (this score, from 0 to 1, gives a
probability for biological intolerance to LoF). A LoF variant
in a gene with a pLI of 0 will also be a class 5 variant
(known functional effect) because the allele is highly unli-
kely to produce a functional protein, irrespective of what the
clinical consequences are. Such class 5 variants can be of
any type (including missense) as long as the functional
effect is known. In a recessive setting, the finding may be
clinically relevant, while in other settings, it may represent a
cVUS, i.e., a random finding just showing carrier status.
How variants are placed after functional and clinical grad-
ing can be seen in Fig. 1, and more detailed explanations
can be found in Tables 1 and 2.

The main challenge of the proposed system is to avoid
that relevant variants are overlooked and not adequately
appreciated by clinicians. For example, most population-
frequent variants will end up in functional categories 1 or 2
(normal/likely normal function), and they do not need fur-
ther clinical classification. However, exceptions are hypo-
morphic alleles where carrier frequencies can be high,
sometimes with minor allele frequencies (MAFs) in the
0.01–0.05 range. Hypomorphic alleles usually give no
phenotype in the homozygous state, but combined with an
LoF variant or a deletion a recessive disease may result
(e.g., in thrombocytopenia-absent radius syndrome, Star-
gardt disease, and spondylocostal dysostosis type 5). To
avoid being overlooked, step A functional grade of such
variants should be 4 (having a likely functional effect)
(Table 1). Such hypomorphic alleles must, in general, be
known already to be correctly classified—otherwise, they
are mostly overlooked until functional or epidemiological
studies reveal their significance. Variants that cannot be
shifted into grade 1 or 2 because population frequencies are
too low, or to grade 3 based on bioinformatic analysis,
should be graded 0 (an fVUS). De novo missense variants,
not common in databases like gnomAD, should be step A
graded as 3 (or higher) to signify that they are of potential
interest.

After the functional and clinical grading have been
completed (steps A and B), maybe even by the same person
if both the molecular and phenotypic knowledge is suffi-
cient, the functional and clinical gradings are combined,
forming the basis for a joint variant class from A to F
(Table 3) that can be linked to standard variant comments
(Table 4). The functional and clinical basis for A to F
grading should be stated (e.g., grades 3+ 1 corresponds toTa
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class E, see Table 3). A to F grading is common in aca-
demia, but in this case, it reflects the clinical significance of
a variant finding.

The system includes a class X for secondary/incidental/
unsolicited/opportunistic findings and a class 0 when clinical
grading has not been performed (because it was not indi-
cated) (Table 3). Note that the choice of comment (from

Table 4) depends on the clinical question, i.e., classes D and
E can be linked to several (four) standard comments
(examples are found in Suppl. Table S1).

The clinical grading can be supported by DECIPHER’s
“clinical fit calculator” that takes parameters like genetic
heterogeneity, age of disease onset, clinical fit, severity and
disease progression, and relevant family history into

Table 3 Combined class based
on functional (A) and clinical
(B) grading.

A+
B class

Grading combinations Group Examples of reporting recommendations (policy dependent)

0 Functional grade 0–2 0–2 Not reported—clinical grading unnecessary

F Functional 3+
clinical 0

3 Not reported if the gene in question is unlikely to be related to
the phenotype

E 3+ 1/3+ 2/4+ 0/4
+ 1/5+ 0

4–5 Variant-of-interest (VOI) group: reporting optional: single
variant of potential interest in a gene that could be related to
the phenotype (dominant or recessive)

D 3+ 3/4+ 2/4+ 3/5
+ 1/5+ 2

6–7 Low penetrance and good candidate group: reporting usually
recommended

C 4+ 4/5+ 3 8 Pathogenic: disease-associated variant, always reported

B 4+ 5/5+ 4 9 Pathogenic: disease-associated variant of moderate
penetrance

A 5+ 5 10 Pathogenic: disease-associated variant of high penetrance

X Functional 3–5+
clinical 2–5

Secondary finding/incidental finding/opportunistic finding

Table 4 Step C: selection of
standard variant comment based
on combined class.

Class Examples of standard comments

0 Normal findings

F Normal findings—no pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants detected

F/E Normal findings—no pathogenic variants that could be related to the phenotype were detected

E/D Normal findings—no pathogenic variants that could explain the phenotype were detected

E/D Genetic variant of potential interest detected

E/D Heterozygosity for a recessive genetic variant of potential interest detected

D A genetic variant that increases susceptibility for this phenotype was detected

C/B/A Disease-associated pathogenic variant detected (+/− penetrance, if known)

X Genetic variant unrelated to the clinical question detected

Table 2 Step B: clinical grading.

Clinical classes Score Description

cVUS Variant of unknown clinical significance
—a clinical VUS

0 Variant of unknown clinical significance, e.g., a variant in a gene that is
unlikely to be linked to the patient’s phenotype.

Right type of gene Variant of potential interest (VOI) 1 “The right type of gene” because the gene fits the phenotype:
(1) dominant variant that could be pathogenic
(2) single hypomorphic variant that could be linked to a recessive cause

Risk factor Known or assumed risk factor variant 2 (1) Low penetrance dominant variant
(2) Dominant variant with good clinical support of a pathogenic role
(3) Single pathogenic variant in a recessive gene that fits the phenotype

Pathogenic Pathogenic variant 3 Pathogenic variant

Pathogenic Moderate penetrance pathogenic variant 4 Dominant pathogenic variant of moderate (20–40%) penetrance

Pathogenic High penetrance pathogenic variant 5 Dominant pathogenic variant of high (>40%) penetrance
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account (for details, see decipher.sanger.ac.uk). There are
also other tools available at the DECIPHER website that
can be helpful for variant classification.

Results

The results after scoring different groups of variants using
the ACMG and ABC systems are found in Table 5. Of

note, this scoring, as well as the classification in Suppl.
Table S1, has been done by the same person (the first
author). Accordingly, these tables do not tell anything
about classification robustness and reproducibility.
Follow-up between-lab comparison studies are planned to
investigate this important aspect of any variant classifi-
cation system.

All cases are based on cases from routine diagnostic
practice. The ACMG scores are derived from the genetic

Table 5 Comparison of ACMG and ABC classification in dominant (cases 1–6), recessive (cases 7–11), and SNP-array (cases 12–16) settings.

Case# Gene/CNV Finding Clinical information ACMG class
calculationa

ABC ACMG class vs
ABC class

1 F5 NM_000130.4:c.1601G > A
p.Arg534Gln
MAF 0.04–0.07 (Europeans)

A: unexpected deep venous
thrombosis at age 56

VUS (PS3, PS4,
PP1, BA1)

D/5+ 2 VUS D—susceptibility
variant

2 JAK2 NM_004972.3:c.2048_2050del
p.(Arg683_Glu684insLys)
Not in gnomAD v2.1.1

A: high platelet counts, dominant
trait in healthy asymptomatic family
members

LP (PS4, PP1-M,
PM2, PP4)

E/4+ 1 LP E—potential interest
variant

3 UMOD NM_001278614.1:c.915C > A
p.(Tyr305a)
Not in gnomAD v2.1.1

B: incidental finding in neonate with
cyanosis, unknown if variant is
inherited

VUS (PM2, PP3) E/5+ 0 VUS E—no
explanation found

4 BICD2 NM_015250.3:c.793A > G
p.(Met265Val)
8 in gnomAD v2.1.1

A: family with dominant drop-foot
tendency, areflexia and thenar
atrophy

VUS (PP1-M,
PP3, BS1)

E/3+ 1 VUS E—potential interest
variant

5 BRCA2 LRG_293t1:c.8177A > G
p.(Tyr2726Cys)
Not in gnomAD v.2.1.1

A: siblings with ca. ovarii, decreased
repair function found in one study

LP (PS4, PM2,
PP3, BP1)

D/4+ 2 LP D—susceptibility
variant

6 CACNA1C NM_000719.6:c.5852C > G
p.(Pro1951Arg) de novo
Not in gnomAD v.2.1.1

A: ID with autism, hypospadias and
dysmorphic facial features

LP (PS2,
PM2, PP2)

E/3+ 2 LP E—no
explanation found

7 FECH Chr18(GRCh38):g.5757571588A > G
NM_000140.3:c.315-48T > C
r.314_315ins315-49_315-1
MAF 0.11 in gnomAD v.2.1.1

A: erythropoietic protoporphyria
(EPP), only one variant found

VUS (PS3, PS4,
PP1-S, PM3,
PP4, BA1)

D/4+ 2 VUS D—potential
interest variant

8 C3 LRG_27t1:c.4893G > A
p.(Trp1631a) from father
Not in gnomAD v.2.1.1

A: atypical hemolytic uremic
syndrome. Only case in family, both
parents no signs of aHUS. Five
healthy relatives carry the paternal
variant in the last exon of C3, and
three healthy relatives carry the
maternal missense variant.

LP (PS3, PM2,
PP3, BS2)

D/4+ 2 LP D—susceptibility
variant

C3 LRG_27t1:c.2203C > T
p.(Arg735Trp) from mother
Not in gnomAD v.2.1.1

VUS (PM2,
PP3, BS2)

E/3+ 2 VUS E—potential interest
variant

C3 LRG_27t1:c.3346G > A p.
(Gly1116Arg) from mother
MAF 0.002 in gnomAD v.2.1.1

LB (BP4, BS1) F/2+ 0 LB F—not further
classified

9 FLVCR2 NM_017791.2:c.615G > T p.
(Trp205Cys) homozygous 1 in
gnomAD v.2.1.1

A: aborted fetus with
hydranencephaly and cerebral
vasculopathy (Fowler syndrome)

VUS (PM2,
PP3, PP4)

C/3+ 5 VUS C—pathogenic

10 CFTR NM_000492.3:c.1521_1523del
p.(Phe508del) heterozygous

B: aortic aneurysm in young adult P (PS1,
PS3, BS2?)

E/5+ 0 P (incidental finding)
E—no explanation found

11 CFTR NM_000492.3:c.1521_1523del
p.(Phe508del) heterozygous

A: nasal polyps in young adult P (PS1, PS3, PS4) D/5+ 2 PD—susceptibility
variant

12 Dup GRIA3 NC_000023.10:g.(123183157 _?)_
(?_123704413)dup, unknown if dup
on X is de novo

A: boy with learning problems and
epilepsy

VUS, score 0.30? E/3+ 1 VUS E—potential
interest CNV

13 Del 15q13.3 Classic deletion (from BP4 to BP5) Learning problems, psychosis P, score 1.00 B/5+ 4 P B—pathogenic

14 Dup 15q13.3 Classic duplication (from BP4 to BP5) Learning problems VUS, score <0.45 D/4+ 2 VUS D—potential
interest CNV

15 Genome ~10% of aut. genome is IBD Fetus with occipital encephalocele
and postaxial polydactyly

NA E/3+ 2 E—potential
interest ROH

16 Genome ~10% of aut. genome is IBD Fetus with normal ultrasound
findings

NA F/3+ 0 F—normal finding

Clinical information column: A = good match between known gene function and clinical phenotype, B = poor or no match between known gene
function and clinical phenotype, NA not applicable, B benign, LB likely benign, VUS variant of unknown significance, LP likely pathogenic,
P pathogenic, IBD identity by descent, aut. autosomal.
aBased on Bayesian score in Tavtigian et al. [25] for SNPs, and Riggs et al. [18] for CNVs (cnvcalc.clinicalgenome.org/cnvcalc/).
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variant interpretation tool found on the web page of the
University of Maryland School of Medicine [24]. This tool
uses the Bayesian calculation developed by Tavtigian et al.
[25] to reach an ACMG class (B, LB, VUS, LP, and P), and
the ACMG scoring criteria included can also be found in
Table 5. The ABC scores are based on data from selected
cases from Suppl. Table S1.

In cases 1–6, the findings were heterozygosity for a
single variant in a gene in a likely dominant clinical setting.
In all cases, the results are in the same range, e.g., an
ACMG-VUS or LB corresponding to ABC classes D or E.
One difference is that the ABC system can be linked to
standard comments answering a clinical question. Note that
the F5 Leiden mutation (case 1), which is not a VUS, ends
up as an ACMG-VUS if you just use the Bayesian calcu-
lation system uncritically (which, of course, you should not
do). The problem using the BA1 criterium (an MAF > 0.05
stand-alone variant is likely benign) has been addressed by
a ClinGen working group, and a list of at least nine
exemptions were made [14]. Only in case 6, there is a
clinically important difference between ACMG (LP) and
ABC system (E) grading. The reason is that “de novo” and
“unique variant” counts more heavily in the ACMG system
than a genotype–phenotype match. The same type of dis-
crepancy, but with an opposite result, is found in case 9,
where the good clinical match in the ABC system, classi-
fying the variant as “pathogenic,” overrules the VUS score
of the ACMG system.

In cases 7–11, the clinical question relates to a recessive
disease with from one to three variants found in a known
recessive gene. When only one variant was found in a
possible recessive setting (cases 7, 10, and 11), the a priori
likelihood that the tentative diagnosis is correct is very
important [26]. In cases 7 and 11, it is likely that a second
pathogenic variant in the other allele has not been found,
unlike in case 10, where the CFTR mutation probably is a
random finding. Although this does not affect the variant’s
functional step A grading (Table 5), it affects the clinical
step B grading and the choice of variant standard comment
(step C; a category E or D choice from Table 4). When
variants are found in both alleles (cases 8 and 9), each
variant is graded separately, and the final laboratory report
is then based on these scores and the clinical question (see
further examples in Suppl. Table S1). For variant databases,
the functional grading is the most invariable and should be
reported.

Finally, Table 5 includes five cases (12–16), of which
three also have been scored by the recently published and
quite complicated CNV classification adaption to the
ACMG system: cnvcalc.clinicalgenome.org/cnvcalc [18].
The first three are CNVs, one unique (case 12) and two
recurrent (cases 13 and 14), and the last two exemplify the
finding of extensive identity by descent (IBD), seen as

several large homozygous stretches (ROHs) on multiple
chromosomes after SNP-based array testing. Because the
ABC system is linked to the clinical question and the
phenotype, it is easy to score CNVs, even when quite
benign and possibly randomly associated (like in case 14).
For the high-degree IBD cases, the a priori likelihood that
the phenotype has a recessive cause determines the step B
grading and comment (step C), but not the step A grading,
similar to some of the recessive cases (cases 7, 10, and 11).
It is also unproblematic to score carrier status of an LoF
variant in an imprinted gene, like shown for the UBE3A
gene in Suppl. Table S1. This table also gives further
examples on ABC variant classification, each class with
alternative standard comments.

Discussion

A good system for variant classification is essential for
mainstreaming precision medicine. Such a system must
continuously be improved, based on experience and user
feedback. The prevailing system is developed by ACMG
and AMP. It is one-dimensional with five classes, from
benign to pathogenic, and classification is based on a
mixture of molecular, functional, statistical, and clinical
data. If the criteria for a class are not listed, it is not easy to
know what, e.g., a VUS classification is based on. Fur-
thermore, the VUS group is a mixture of variants with
insufficient knowledge to allow classification (true
unknowns), variants with conflicting evidence, and variants
that do not reach a 90% likelihood for pathogenicity
(sometimes called the “VUS+” or “hot VUS” group).
Penetrance is not a criterium, but the classification is easier
if the variant is dominant and highly penetrant. The system
is not well suited for classifying complex dominant condi-
tions, recessive diseases or hypomorphic alleles, and it was
not designed for cytogenetics [16].

The ACMG system has been extended from 33 to 108
criteria by Nykamp et al. [23] and they call their system
Sherloc. Sherloc appears to have many classification prin-
ciples in common with the ABC system, like separate
classification of functional and clinical data, with more
weight given to the latter. However, what Sherloc calls
clinical data are generally considered in step A functional
grading of the ABC system. Therefore, both ACMG and
Sherloc classification could easily be done first, followed by
the stepwise ABC classification suggested here for the VUS
group or other challenging variants (Fig. 2). The clinical
step 2 part of the ABC system takes the gene-to-phenotype
match into consideration, which is especially important
when evaluating the result of broad gene panel testing.

Because the ACMG criteria can be weighted, a Bayesian
calculator tool has been developed to aid class determination
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[25]. The use of this calculator is convenient and introduces
a feeling of objectivity, but the result could be misleading.
Usually, however, the result is as expected, and Bayesian-
calculated ACMG classes and ABC classes mostly over-
lap (Table 5). One should, nevertheless, be aware that the
calculator has fixed the a priori likelihood for a variant in a
gene being causative at 0.10, which is too low if there is
reason to suspect a specific gene (like CFTR in nasal poly-
posis, see Table 5) and too high if a large gene panel is
examined (like genes associated with developmental delay).
Figure 1 in their article nicely illustrates how the Bayesian
calculations are prior probability dependent [25]. In addition,
the odds of pathogenicity (from very strong to supportive)
linked to the various ACMG criteria is the square root of the
one above, starting with very strong that is given an odds of

pathogenicity of 350, to strong at 18.7, to moderate at 4.3,
and finally to supportive at 2.08 [20]. Naturally, this rela-
tionship does not reflect a biological reality but is an
approximation that fits with conceived biological and clin-
ical probability in many cases. Because of these caveats, and
because gene panels tend to get larger (many contain from
500 to 2500 genes), we do not want to link the ABC system
to a Bayesian calculator that is based on too many approx-
imations and maybe false assumptions. We also think that
the ABC classification system described here makes the use
of such semi-objective tools less necessary.

The ABC system aims to make classification clearer by
separating the functional consequence the variant has on the
gene product from the phenotypic consequence the variant
has for the individual (Fig. 2). The gene-to-phenotype
match is the essence of the clinical classification (step B),
and the final result can be linked to standard comments (step
C, examples are found in Table 4). A further advantage is
that all types of genetic variation can be classified, including
CNVs, extensive homozygosity, regulatory changes, and
hypomorphic alleles. If the condition in question could be
recessive, each variant is scored separately, and the clinical
report then takes the number of variants found and the prior
probability for recessive disease into consideration (Table 5
and Suppl. Table S1). It is also possible to score “protective
variants” during functional grading, e.g., if an allele
diminishes the likelihood for a given condition. This cate-
gory could be added to Table 1 and graded minus 1.

We find it useful that each ABC class (from A to F) is
linked to from one to four standard comments, depending
on the clinical question (Fig. 2 and Table 4). Importantly,
these comments are flexible and can be designed by the
specific user to best serve their practice and policy. They are
not a compulsory part of the ABC classification system, just
an add-on, i.e., a step C. The appropriate use of the ABC
system usually requires close collaboration between the
clinical laboratory geneticist (doing the functional grading)
and the clinical geneticist (doing the clinical grading) or a
medical specialist with expertise on the condition in ques-
tion and its genetic causes. For this to work, clinical
geneticists or collaborating specialists must have adequate
molecular knowledge, otherwise, genotype–phenotype
questions will be too poorly understood.

Although the ACMG and ABC system classes overlap
in most cases where both systems can be used (Table 5),
the ABC system has the advantage that the VUS group is
split into a true VUS group (usually not reported) and
VUS+ group (could be reported as a VOI, see Table 4).
In a few cases, the systems disagree like in case 6, where
the clinical picture is not likely to be caused by a de novo
CACNA1C C-terminal tail variant, and in case 9, where
the clinical diagnosis is Fowler syndrome, a quite unique
recessive clinical condition. The ABC system is more

Fig. 2 The ABC system can be used independently or as an add-on
to the ACMG-based classification system. In the latter case, the VUS
class is given a 0 (fVUS) or 3 (HFE) grade in step A of the ABC
system, other classes are kept (P= 5, LP= 4, LB= 2, and B= 1). In
the second step B of the ABC system, the issue is really how well the
genotype and phenotype match, from 0 (no conceivable correlation) to
5 (perfect match). The combined class is given by the steps A and B
grading and divided into seven classes: 0 if no step B grading was
deemed necessary, and A–F if step B has been done after step A. In
step C (optional), each class can be linked to the standard comments
that best addresses the clinical question.
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helpful for the clinician also in these cases. We believe
that our proposed system will be more informative also
for non-expert primary care physicians and ultimately
help to establish genomic medicine into the routine
clinical care.

The system has been tested at the Department of Medical
Genetics at Haukeland University Hospital (Suppl.
Table S1) and also in a recent publication on variants
associated with fetal akinesia [27]. A prototype of the sys-
tem has been on the ESHG website (www.eshg.org) since
July 2019 to obtain feedback from others, and useful
feedback has also been obtained from the ESHG Board. It is
so far not an ESHG Board-endorsed classification system.
Hopefully, this new system, which can be independent or
complementary to ACMG/Sherloc-based classification, will
make gene-, disease-, or variant-type-dedicated systems less
necessary and thus facilitate the mainstreaming of precision
medicine.
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